RECOM approved by the Turkish government for 200 MW module
supply
DÜSSELDORF, Germany, September 21 – RECOM, the largest European PV module
manufacturer, became one of the few international manufacturers of solar modules to receive the
surveillance certificate Gözetim - import license from the Turkish Ministry of Economics.
RECOM will supply a total of 200 megawatts (MW) of Polycrystalline solar modules for Turkish
photovoltaic projects within the following months, aiming to become the leading module supplier
on the rapidly growing Turkish market with abundant potential for renewable energy development.
As per the estimates of the Ministry of Energy, the solar installed capacity is expected to be
increased in Turkey in the coming years and reach 5 GW by 2023.
“There is a great demand for high-quality modules on the Turkish market. Even though obtaining
the Surveillance Certificate was very challenging, the outstanding performance of RECOM
modules has been validated in many large-scale projects worldwide and we will accompany the
transition to low-carbon economy in Turkey as a strong and reliable partner. We are confident
to play a major role in re-shaping the dynamics of future solar development and provide to our
customers all the benefits of modern technology.” says RECOM’s CEO, Hamlet Tunyan.
The issuance of the Gözetim certificate proves ones more RECOM’s determination to rise up to
the challenges of any demanding market by providing premium PV modules and advocating global
commitment to preserve the environment and promote the transition to cleaner, safer and
affordable energy.
With highly automated European production facilities and large capacity in three EU countries,
Italy, Poland and France, strong financial background as well as a proven track record in projects
worldwide, RECOM has confirmed its strategic European and global leading position in the solar
world.
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